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When I started shooting a 
bow, as a teenager in the 
mid 50’s, bow sights were 

the exception and not the rule. Sights 
were not only few and far between but 
the ones that did exist were simple and 
crude. My � rst sight consisted of a strip 
of balsa wood I taped to my bow as the 
base and one of my mother’s hat pins 
as a sight pin. (I am guessing the only 
hat pin many of you have ever seen was 
in an antique shop). To adjust eleva-
tion I simply moved the pin higher or 
lower in the wood and for windage I 
pushed the pin in or withdrew it a little.

As archers learned the advantag-
es of using a bow sight manufactur-
ers � ooded the market with new and 
innovative ideas. First came adjustable 
multiple pin sights followed by add-
on pin guards. Next came levels and 
then a sight housing that was actually 
a built-in pin guard. Lighted sight pins 
were the rage before � ber optics made 
its appearance. Accessory lights were 
soon added for additional brightness 
and next came rheostats which allowed 
us to dim the now often overly bright 
sight pins. More � ber optics was added 
as sight manufactures touted how 
many feet of � ber optics their sights 
contained. Rear sights for increased 
accuracy became popular and pendu-
lum sights were the rage for treestand 
hunters. Sights went from four to � ve 
and even seven pins. As faster bows 
came on the market the size of sight 
pins grew smaller and jamming them 
together became the norm as sight pin 
spacing shrank dramatically. Single pin 
adjustable sights also gained in pop-
ularity and sights with multiple axis 
adjustments were another innovation.

As the dust settled, more manufac-
turers o� ered sights with many of the 
most desirable features at a� ordable 
price points as dealers shopped for the 
best deals. For all practical purposes 
it is safe to say that every compound 
hunting bow that leaves an archery 

shop today is equipped with a bow 
sight and even the most basic sights 
have all of the features necessary to get 
the job done. For a period of time, bow 
sight development reached its peak 
and � attened out as most sights were 
o� ering basically the same features. 
Dealers did not see a lot of opportu-
nity to up-sale customers or to cre-
ate a desire in the customers mind to 
upgrade to a di� erent model in the 
future. 

All of that has changed in the past 
several years as some new manufactur-
ers entered the sight market � eld and 
several existing sight manufacturers 
saw the opportunity to o� er what I call 
high-tech or high-end sights. Some of 
these high-tech sights were based on 
new technology while others incorpo-
rated expanded features, new technol-
ogy and higher quality. In either case 
these sights came with much higher 
price tags. While some dealers balked 
at these high-ticket items saying they 
would not sell, others saw them as a 
great sales opportunity. So the ques-
tion is: Should you considered stocking 
some of these new higher cost sights? Is 
the market there? Personally I believe 
there is a de� nite market for these 
new high-tech sights as well as excel-
lent selling opportunities to upgrading 
existing customers. 

� ere is a certain segment of 
archers that are always looking to 

improve and who think that buying 
the latest innovations will guarantee 
their success. � ey are willing to spend 
the money to see if they can “buy” 
improvement. � ere are also archers 
whose ability allows them to actually 
improve with better equipment and 
they will see a direct bene� t from own-
ing new high-tech equipment. Finally 
there are those customers that simply 
want the very best and to them price 
is often no object. � is mixture of cus-
tomers just described exists in every 
area of the country and form the cus-
tomer base that will buy new higher 
priced high-tech bow sights. � ey will 
� nd them and they will buy them. � e 
question is will they buy them from 
your shop? � e answer is yes, if you 
o� er them the choice. However before 
we discuss it further lets take a look 
at some of the products that fall into 
this high-tech category and which you 
may want to consider adding to your 
inventory. 

TROPHY RIDGE
� e Judge by Trophy Ridge is a 

high quality sight featuring � ve .019 
pins each with 18 inches of enclosed, 
fully protected � ber optics. A built-in 
adjustable rheostat light channels addi-
tional light to the � ber optics allowing 
the user to � ne tune the brightness of 
the pins to match the hunting condi-
tions. Micro-adjustable windage and 

The Judge bow sight from Trophy Ridge.
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elevation allow for easy and exact set-
tings for maximum accuracy. A bright 
contrast glow ring on the sight housing 
helps to quickly and accurately align 
the string peep to the sight ring for 
quick target acquisition. A large well lit 
level makes it easy to check for prop-
er set-up when aiming. � e dovetail 
slide bar can be used to adjust the dis-
tance from the shooters eye to the sight 
pins for maximum accuracy as well 
as obtaining the correct relationship 
between the peep sight hole diameter 
and the outside diameter of the sight 
housing for proper alignment. 

However, the heart of the Judge is a 
multi-pitched lead screw that moves all 
sight pins at di� erent ratios to compen-
sate for the speed of the bow on which 
the sight is mounted and provides per-
fect sight settings from 20 to 60 yards in 
10 minutes or less.

 � e � rst step in the process is to 
sight-in the top pin at 20 yards. Use the 
course vertical and horizontal adjust-
ments to get the approximate setting 
and then use the micro vertical and 
horizontal adjustments to � ne tune the 
� nal setting. Once the 20 yard pin has 
been set use the Master Adjustment 
Knob (the gold knob) only to sight-in 
the second pin for 30 yards. As you 
turn the Master Adjustment Knob to 
obtain the proper elevation for 30 yards 
the three lower pins will be moving as 
well but at di� erent rates due to the 

multi-pitched lead screw. Once the 30 
yard pin has been set the remaining 
pins will be automatically set for 40, 50 
and 60 yards respectively. As an extra 
step, I checked each yardage to deter-
mine if it was right on or a yard or two 
o�  so I could make a note accordingly. 
I really didn’t care if the settings were 
a yard or two o�  just so I knew where 
each pin hit, but all of mine were right 
on the mark.

� e Judge is an excellent sight for 
the mule deer and elk hunter where 
long shots in the 40 to 60 yard range 
are normal. However you might ask 
what is the value to the whitetail hunter 
where ranges are normally 25 yards 
or under? Jason Pickerill, marketing 
manager for Bear Archery and Trophy 
Ridge said, “Many whitetail hunters 
limit themselves to the 20 yard range as 
most whitetail shots are taken at short 
distances, however it is very important 
to practice at longer ranges. I am not 
advocating taking long unethical hunt-
ing shots but you cannot believe how 
big a deer looks at 20 yards when all of 
your practice has been done at 40 to 
60 yards. It is like dropping a marble 
down a rain barrel. � e problem is that 
most hunters who have not shot past 
30 yards are intimidat-
ed to try those longer 
ranges. Having your 
sight already sighted 
in for longer ranges 

makes it a lot easier to do.”
Personally, I agree totally with 

Jason’s logic as I do all of my hunting 
practice at ranges from 40 to 50 yards 
even though over 90 percent of my 
hunting shots are actually taken at 20 
yards or less. � e longer range prac-
tice not only makes those close shots 
easy but it also provides the con� dence 
needed in the event a longer shot pres-
ents itself. � e Judge makes dialing in 
those longer sight settings as easy as 
falling o�  a log. For more information 
on the Judge and all of the sights from 
Trophy Ridge call (800) 694-9494. 

LIMBSAVER
LimbSaver Prism-Lite Sights 

incorporate a prism on top of the sight 
to gather and magnify ambient light 
which helps intensify pin brightness 
during all light conditions from dawn 
to dusk. � e sight is available in 3 or 5 
pin models with .019 or .029 diameter 
pins. � e 2 inch diameter sight ring has 
a built in level and a re� ective surface 
for quick peep alignment. 

For those seeking extra pin bright-
ness or for those hunting from ground 
blinds an accessory light system can 
be mounted over the prism. A 4-stage 

LimbSaver Prism-Lite Sight.

LimbSaver Prism-Lite Sight with 
accessory light mounted.
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switch provides 3 di� erent light levels 
plus o� . Call LimbSaver at (877) 257-
2761 for complete information. 

BLACK GOLD 
“A lot of dealers tend to shy away 

from higher end sights thinking no 
one will buy them but nothing could 
be further from the truth,” said Dustin 
Wardell account manager for Black 
Gold. “While it is true that some peo-
ple are looking for a good sight at the 
lowest price there is another segment 
of the market that is looking for the 

latest innovations, high quality and 
more features, and they are willing to 
pay for it.”

“Black Gold’s Vengeance is one 
of those sights,” Wardell continued. 
“We start out with a two piece micro-
grove sight pin that is 30 times stronger 
than our competitor’s pins. � e micro-
groove cradles the � ber protecting it 
from any possible damage enabling us 
to be able to guarantee our pins for life. 
� e Vengeance has three axis adjust-
ability allowing the user to adjust the 
sight for all conditions and all terrain.”

� is sight has calibrated horizontal 
and vertical gang micro-adjustments 
plus individual pin micro-adjustment. 
It comes in both � ve and seven pin 
models and the individual pins can 
be micro-adjusted for the ultimate in 
accuracy. � e length of each pin can 
also be adjusted for archers who prefer 
a natural bow cant. � e micro-adjust-
ment wheels are calibrated so one full 
turn equals 1 inch of movement at 20 
yards. Partial turns result in directly 
proportional pin movement allowing 
the user to make very small adjustment 
to the impact point as needed. 

� e Vengeance uses Black Gold’s 
Sky Coil technology which gathers light 
from above for maximum pin bright-
ness combined with a PhotoChromatic 
shell which automatically darkens in 
bright light preventing star burst or 
halo’s in bright light. � e sight incorpo-
rates a � uorescent sight ring for quick 
image acquisition. Nitrous Green is 
standard but the ring also comes in 
White, Neon Pink and Atomic Yellow. 

� e Vengeance standard pin diam-
eter is .019 but .010 and .029 pins are 
available. � e sight can be ordered cus-
tomized to the dealer’s speci� cations 
in regard to pin color and size and sight 
ring color. Phone Black Gold at (406) 
388-9060 for details and information. 

HIND SIGHT
� e Center Shot in HD from Hind 

Sight is a rear sight that can be used 
in conjunction with any conventional 
front sight. � e Center Shot features 
two � ber optic cables suspended in a 
2X magnifying lens. � e front sight pins 
as well as the down range target will be 
enlarged for improved target acquisi-
tion. � e gap between the illuminating 

dots de� ne the 
center of the rear 
sight ring creat-
ing an easy to see 
secondary aiming 
point that is solid-
ly attached to the 
riser of the bow. 
The 2X power 
lens is made from 
the highest qual-
ity optical grade 
p o l y c a r b o n a t e 
material with .019 
inch � ber optic 
in green, yellow 

Front view of Vengeance              bow sight.The Vengeance sight by Black Gold.

The Center Shot in HD from 
Hind Sight.

BITZENBURGER

“World’s Finest
Fletching Tool For 

Over 50 Years”

Sold through Authorized
Distributors & Dealers

BITZENBURGER
MACHINE & TOOL INC.

13060 Lawson Rd.
Grand Ledge, MI 48837

Phone/Fax (517) 627-8433

888-724-5697
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or hunters’ orange. � e Center Shot 
lens retainer has a generous 1-1/4 inch 
inside diameter for a wide � eld of view 
and also includes a battery operated, 
rheostat controlled LED to enhance 
the brightness of the illuminating dots 
as needed. � e sight is right and left 
hand reversible and eliminates the 
need for a string peep. 

Because the Center Shot and front 
sight are mounted on opposite sides 
of the riser it detects bow torque prior 
to the shot. If the bow is torqued the 
Center Shot and the front sight pin 
are misaligned allowing the shooter to 

correct the error prior to the shot. To 
learn more phone Hind Sight at (734) 
878-2842.

TRUGLO
At the top end of Truglo’s sight 

line-up is the Micro Brite Sight which 
incorporates its Decreasing Diameter 
Pin design (DDP). � is design uses 
smaller pin sizes for longer distanc-
es which means less of the target is 
blocked at longer ranges increasing 
accuracy. � e sight comes in three or 
� ve pin models using a mixture of .029, 
.019 and .010 pin diameters. � e � ber 

optics are enclosed for complete pro-
tection and the built-in light features a 
push button action. Push once for on 
and once for o�  eliminating the need to 
turn a knob and possibly unscrew and 
lose the light. 

� e Micro Brite is tool-less for 
quick adjustment in the � eld and has 
an ultra-� ne click adjustment for both 
windage and elevation allowing for 
extremely accurate adjustments. � e 
level is adjustable and a glow-in-the-
dark shooters ring helps align the string 
peep in low light conditions. � e sight 
comes in either a � xed bracket model or 

Axim bow sight by Apex Gear.The Micro Brite sight from TRUGLO.
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with a dovetail and detachable bracket 
mount. � e sights are reversible for 
right or left hand. � e Micro Brite is 
available in black and Realtree or Lost 
Camo, and these camo models have 
TRUGLO’s soft feel Tru-Touch � nish. 
For more information phone TRUGLO 
at (888) 887-8456. 

APEX GEAR
Apex Gear’s Axim sight has a 

dual-end � ber design that allows for 
increased pin brightness in a compact 
sight and its extra-long � bers are fully 
protected. A micro push-button light 
is included. Tool-less design and ultra-
� ne click adjustments for windage and 
elevation with laser markings allow 
for quick and easy adjustments even 
in the � eld. � e sight accepts a 1.87 
inch diameter scope lens for the archer 
desiring magni� cation. � e sights soft-
feel Tru-Touch coating is quiet and 
warm to the touch. 

� e Axim is available in four and 
six pin models with .010, 019 and .029 
diameter sight pins in the four pin 
models and .010 and .019 in the six 
pin models. � e Axim comes in both 
� xed bracket and quick-detach dovetail 
models and are reversible right to left 
hand reducing the number of SKU’s 

required. Call Apex 
Gear at (877) 701-2739 
for more information.

TRIJICON
Trijicon, a leading 

manufacturer of illu-
minated riflescopes 
entered the archery 
market with the introduction of its 
AccuPin bow sight. � e heart of this 
innovative design lies in its triangu-
lar aiming point and clear pin. With 
zero MOA (Minute of Angle) and zero 
obstructions, this one-of-a-kind con-
� guration has an aiming tip that seems 
to � oat in the air and points to the 
target instead of obscuring it. � is new 
perspective gives archers an increased 
level of con� dence by providing greater 
visibility, accuracy and dependability 
which when combined can result in 
more precise shot placement. 

For the ultimate in visibility and 
aiming speed, the AccuPin incorpo-
rates the acclaimed Trijicon dual-illu-
mination/battery-free system. With a 
combination of � ber optics and tritium 
the AccuPin aiming point is always 
highly visible. � is high contrast aiming 
system works well in the dark shade of 
the deep woods or the glaring sunlight 

of an open meadow allowing quick 
acquisition of the target. 

� e AccuPin aiming point is just 
half the story however. � e other half 
is the AccuDial mounting system fea-
turing BowSync technology. With an 
in� nitely variable transmission the 
AccuDial enables exact range adjust-
ment and synchronization for any bow/
arrow combination. Set-up is a simple 
procedure involving � rst determining 
the speed of your bow when using the 
arrow and head of your choice. � e 
speed determines the reference code 
used for set-up. Simply sight the bow 
in for 20 yards and set the code on the 
transmission dial then the yardage dial 
will read out all yardages from 20 to 80 
yards. No tape or sight markings are 
required. In the event the draw weight 
of the bow or the weight of the arrow is 
changed a simple recalibrating of the 
dial again puts all yardage marks right 
back on target. For more information 
call Trijicon at (800) 338-0563. 

TAS (TACTICAL ARCHERY 
SYSTEMS)

For 2011, TAS (Tactical Archery 
Systems) has upgraded its origi-
nal S.A.B.O. Tactical bow sight with 
its GEN2. � e S.A.B.O. GEN2 is a 
Superimposed Ambient Ballistic Optic 
bow sight with zero parallax and zero 
electronics. � e holographic design 
means that no peep sight is required. 
� is second generation sight now fea-
tures four independently adjustable 

TAS Tactical Archery Systems S.A.B.O. 
GEN2 Tactical Bow Sight.

Trijicon AccuPin bow sight.
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holographic red dots as well as a per-
manently fused alignment triangle and 
long-range etched vertical line. 

� e unique and patented design 
of the S.A.B.O. GEN2 gathers ambi-
ent light through � ber optics that 
are focused onto four independently 
adjustable dots. � ose dots are re� ect-
ed into a specially engineered lens cre-
ating a holographic image with zero 
electronics. � e patented design results 
in zero parallax meaning that no mat-
ter what angle the dots are viewed 
from they are always aligned with the 
point of impact eliminating the need 
for a peep sight. � e movement of the 
dots in the lens provides the user with 
instant feedback making it possible to 
eliminate torque and guarantees per-
fect form every time as long as the dots 
are aligned on the triangle and long 
range line which serve as stationary 
reference points.

According to Klint Kingsbury, 
president of TAS, “� e second gen-
eration S.A.B.O. improved on the old 
design based on consumer feedback. 
� e lens now has a � uorescent green 
alignment triangle and long range line 
for increased accuracy as well as four 
dots instead of three for more yardage 
options in the � eld. � e triangle and 
long range line are permanently fused 
to the lens so that they will not come o�  

under any conditions.” To learn more 
about the S.A.B.O. Gen 2 bow sight 
phone TAS at (877) 686-7226. 

SCHAFFER PERFORMANCE 
ARCHERY

� e Opposition Sight by Scha� er 
Performance Archery takes a di� erent 
approach to pin placement. In order 
to achieve a balanced � eld of view 
while allowing the sight pins to be 
adjusted as close together as possible, 
the Opposition Sight incorporates sight 
pins positioned from both sides of the 
sight housing. 

An optional light system integrates 
with the sight arm transferring light 
directly through the pin � bers. Controls 
are placed for easy access with riser or 
sight mount-
ed quiver sys-
tems.

T h e 
O p p o s i t i o n 
Sight uses a 
Pivot Lock 
a t t a c h m e n t 
for quick and 
easy removal 
of the sight 
for travel or 
storage. The 
Pivot Lock is 
designed to 

always lock at exactly 
the same point so when 
the sight is removed 
and reinstalled the 
sight settings remain 
constant. For addi-
tional information call 
Scha� er Performance 
Archery at (952) 894-
6169.

QUEST G5
While multiple pin sights are the 

norm some hunters prefer a single pin 
sight for simplicity. Both have advan-
tages and limitations depending upon 
the hunting conditions. Quest G5 o� ers 
a unique compromise in the Optis XR2 
bow sight with � oating pin technology. 

“� is is a two pin sight. � e top pin 
can be set for the hunter’s choice of dis-
tance then using Smart Pin technology 
the Optix Line of Sights has a second 
new and more robust hybrid-� oating 
pin,” said Matt Grace, G5 co-owner 
and CEO. “� is � oating pin will travel 
the distance from the top pin to the 
bottom of the housing, giving hunters 
more yardage adjustments in the � eld. 
For those who like the simplicity of a 

Scha� er Performance Archery  Opposition Sight.

Quest G5 Optix XR2 Bow 
Sight.
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single pin sight with a standard pin dis-
tance in place yet have the versatility of 
an additional second movable pin the 
Optix XR2 is a logical choice.”

� e Optix XR2 bow sight is an 
extremely versatile two-pin sight. � e 
top pin can be adjusted to a specif-
ic yardage and locked in place. � e 
lower pin is a hybrid-� oating pin using 
Smart-Pin technology. � e Smart Pin 
technology allows the pin to be adjust-
ed with a side dial without the pin ever 
deviating from the centerline of sight. 
� is means a hunter can be on stand 
with his top pin set at a predetermined 
distance but if an animal is beyond the 
range of the � rst pin the second pin can 
be adjusted to the required distance 
with the twist of a dial. 

� e Optix XR2 also has a single 
screw adjustment of the top pin, third 
axis tuning and 3X micro adjustment 
for windage and elevation. � e sight 
comes standard with harmonic damp-
ener, arrow bumper and integrated 
sight bubble for consistent shots. 
Available in either .029 or 019 diameter 
top pins the bottom pin come standard 
in .019. Call Quest G5 at (810) 392-8431 
for information. 

FIELD LOGIC
� e IQ Bowsight from Field Logic 

brought a new dimension to bow sight 
alignment. � e IQ Bowsight incorpo-
rates a Retina Lock into the top of the 
sight housing. � e Retina Lock is a 
� oating black dot on a light green back-
ground and once centered the Retina 
Lock provides instant feedback that 
will identify even the slightest torque if 
the black dot moves o�  center. A bow 
torqued by 1/4 inch will result in a miss 
of over 10 inches at 40 yards. � e Retina 
Lock detects this torque before the shot 

allowing the shooter to make the nec-
essary correction.

� e IQ can be used with a peep 
sight if desired and for those unfamil-
iar with this technology it may make it 
easier to set-up. However, as the shoot-
er gains con� dence with the system 
the string peep can be eliminated if 
desired.

� e IQ Bowsight requires no bat-
teries and is four axis adjustable. It is 
available in a four or seven pin model 
in either right or left hand and uses 
.019 inch pins. For more information 
on the IQ bow sight contact Field Logic 
at (715) 395-0533.

COBRA
� e Python Micro Adjust Bow Sight 

from Cobra packs a lot of punch in a 
compact package. Its unique mount-
ing bracket with o� set mounting holes 

o� ers a wide range of vertical mount-
ing options to best take advantage of 
the physical position of the sight while 
maximizing the adjustment. � e sight is 
tool-less for quick and easy adjustment 
on the range or in the � eld. � e wind-
age and vertical micro-adjustments 
feature quick reference scales and a 
“click” dial with movements of .003 of 
an inch per “click” for � ne and accurate 
adjustment at any range. � e Python 
features � ve protected all-metal .019 
diameter pins with replaceable � ber 
optics. A rheostat light is available for 
those desiring additional brightness. 
� e level bubble is adjustable in both 
second and third axis and a large 2 
inch glo-orange sight housing ring pro-
vides for quick target acquisition. All 
metal construction and strong adjust-
ment dovetails make this sight ready 
for the toughest hunting conditions. 

Extreme Archery Products Recon Bow Sight 1650. 

Field Logic IQ Bowsight.

Extreme Archery Products Recon Model 1550.

Cobra Python Bow Sight.
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� e Python is available only in black 
and right hand. For more information 
call Cobra at (800) 352-6272.

EXTREME ARCHERY 
PRODUCTS

Extreme Archery Products, well 
known as the manufacturer of high 
quality sights, pulled out all the stops 
in its Recon sight series. Every part 
is CNC machined and hand � t to 
exact tolerances. Toolless, micro-drive 
adjustments with laser engraved scales 
for both windage and elevation make 
set-up and adjustment quick and easy 
under most any conditions. A silent 
bushing system built into the adjust-
ments eliminates noise while ensuring 
smooth operation. 

Four or � ve pin models are avail-
able. Ultra bright full capture pins with 
extended length � ber available in .010, 
.019 and .029 diameters are mounted 
on a single vertical plane to ensure no 
misaligned pins. A rheostat controlled 
Purple Haze light is standard and a 
built-in sun shade cuts glare. � e 1-5/8 
inch diameter sight housing is well suit-
ed for small peeps (a 3/16 inch peep is 
recommended) allowing for a smaller 
sight picture and increased accuracy.

� e Recon is available in both 
a dovetail mount and a � xed plate 
mount. � e dovetail has over eight 
inches of extension from the mount to 
the pins for maximum accuracy and 

ease in matching 
the peep diam-
eter to the out-
side diameter of 
the sight housing. 
The fixed plate 
sight is unique in 
design and o� ers 
two mounting 
options. Both the 
dovetail block and 
the solid mount-
ing plate accept 
a bow quiver 
mount. � e Recon 
1650 accepts 2X, 
3X, 4X and 6X 
lenses for the 3D 
shooter or the 
hunter desiring 
some magni� ca-
tion.

Recon’s are 
available in Satin 

Black, APG HD, Lost Camo, AP HD 
and a Black Maxx soft feel coating. For 
additional information call Extreme 
Archery Products at (606) 928-9447. 

ARCHER EXTREME (AXT)
� e Carbon Carnivore from AXT 

is fully machined from 6061 T6 alu-
minum and features 100 percent 3K 
carbon � ber bands on the sight bracket 
and housing making the sight bracket 
stronger and lighter. Maximum light 
is gathered with 11 inches of .019 

diameter � ber optic for each of its sight 
pins. In low lighting, archers can utilize 
the LED sight light on the � ber harness 
assembly to achieve increased bright-
ness. Tool-less precision micro-adjust-
ment for horizontal and elevation 
allows for quick and easy set-up. � e 
sight level features third axis adjust-
ability and V.A.C. (Vibration Absorbing 
Coat) which is a rubberized clear coat 
that diminishes the e� ects of vibration. 
� e Carbon Carnivore is available in 
Blackout Carbon, Mathews Lost Camo 
and Gore Optifade and in both � ve and 
seven pin models. Phone (406) 924-
6113 for more information.

AXION
Axion’s GLX Gridlock sights and 

the new GLX Micro Pro Series sights 
are fully CNC machined and made in 
America. For ease, the sight features 
staggered mounting holes for more ver-
tical adjustability of the entire sight 
unit and for pin brightness they have 
two to three feet of � ber optics for low 
light conditions. Axion sights use metal 
pins to house the � ber optics that are 
illuminated by a rheostat light. � e GLX 
Micro comes complete with a level and 
light and is right or left hand adapt-
able. � ree, � ve and seven pin models 
are available with .009 or .019 inch pin 
diameters. Sights are available in black, 
Lost Camo, AP Repeat Camo and the 
all New Tactical patterns. Sights come 
complete with harmonic dampeners 

AXT Carbon Carnivore.

Axion GLX Micro Pro Series.

PINE RIDGE
ARCHERY

S I N C E  1 9 9 7

kisser buttons

nitro buttons

new

REVOLUTIONARY “SLIDE-ON VERSION” 
SLIDES RIGHT OVER STRING LOOP!

SOFT MATERIAL - SLIDE-ON VERSION SLIDES 
OVER LOOP FOR A MORE SECURE HOLD! 

SLOTTED VERSIONS AVAILABLE - 8 COLORS

SOFT MATERIAL - INCREASE BOW SPEED! - ELIMINATE 
NOCK PINCH - REDUCE VIBRATION - 8 COLORS

new

Pine Ridge Archery has a new logo, new package design and over 60 brand new items!  
WWW.PINERIDGEARCHERY.COM

d new

MADE IN USA

MADE IN USA

ALL NEW

kissers
and

buttons
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for vibration and noise reduction. For 
complete information phone Axion at 
(330) 343-0900.

SPOT HOGG
� e name Spot Hogg is associat-

ed with the ultimate in accuracy and 
product quality. Spot Hogg’s Tommy 
Hogg hunting sight o� ers the archer 
a choice of a single pin movable sight 
or a multiple pin movable sight. � e 
Tommy Hogg comes in a single pin or 
three, � ve or seven pin models in .010, 
.019 or .029 diameter pins. � e front 
mounted control yardage adjustment 
gives greater quiver clearance without 
sacri� cing sight adjustability. It o� ers 
micro adjustable second and third axis, 
coarse horizontal and vertical adjust-
ments and � ne no-tool windage and 
elevation adjustment. � e large yard-
age knob is easy to grasp and use even 
in wet or cold conditions and the spread 
out sight marks make it easy to read and 
set accurately. All sight markings are 
precision laser engraved and the sight 
is made from solid 6061 aluminum con-
struction. � e single pin, three pin and 
� ve pin models are available in either 

a small or large 
pin guard while 
the seven pin 
model is only 
available with a 
large guard. 

One of the 
excellent fea-
tures of the 
multiple pin 
models is that 
while each pin 
can be individu-
ally adjusted to 
specific yard-
ages the entire 
set of pins can 

be moved as a unit by using the large 
knob to set the sight for any given lon-
ger yardage. I think this is an excellent 
feature which gives the hunter maxi-
mum versatility in any hunting set-up. 
� e Tommy Hogg is for the archer who 
demands the very best and the greatest 
versatility. For complete information 
call Spot Hogg at (888) 302-7768. 

TRU BALL
I can remember several years ago 

as I sat across the table from Greg 
Summers, president of TRU Ball, when 
he told me that he intended to design 
and built a line of ultimate target and 
hunting sights. � e result of that e� ort 
was the Axcel series from TRU Ball. 

The base hunting series is 
Armortech with the Armortech-HD 
having all the features of the Armortech 
with the addition of Harmonic 
Dampeners. � e sights are available in 
either four, � ve or seven pin con� gura-
tions with .010, .019 or .029 diameter 
pins. Optic � bers are totally enclosed 
and an optional three 
position light is avail-
able for extra light in 

low light conditions. Sight pins are indi-
vidually micro-adjustable in addition 
to the tool-less windage and elevation 
gang adjustments. Both the windage 
and elevation knobs are 20 clicks per 
revolution moving the sight only .00156 
inches per click for the ultimate in � ne 
setting and accuracy. High speed pins 
are also available in an HS version for 
reduced target obstruction for high 
speed bows up to 450 feet per sec-
ond. � e HS pins are mounted at slight 
angles to each other so they nestle close 
together. All Armortech sights feature 
True Center Vision which is an “hour-
glass” or “venture” shape inside the 
sight housing which provides a circu-
lar sight picture reference even when 
viewed from slightly o� -center.

� e Armortech sight series all have 
second and third axis adjustment and 
are available in a � xed plate mount 
as well as the Armortech Pro which 
features a dovetail mount. Dovetail 
mounts allow the sight to be removed 
for travel but also are a great feature as 
they allow the sight to be extended for 
greater accuracy as well as positioning 
the sight at a distance from the shooters 
eye that results in a close � t between 
the peep sight and the sight pin guard 
or housing ring for better alignment. 
� e Armortech Pro series features a 
micro adjustable dovetail bracket to 
allow for exact matching between the 
peep and scope housing. For the 3-D 
shooter or hunter desiring magni� ca-
tion, lenses are also available. 

Every time I handle an Armortech 
sight I can still hear Greg Summers 
words as he described the ultimate 
sight and I have yet to � nd any thing 
he left out. Call TRU Ball at (434) 

Spot Hogg Tommy Hogg.

View of the High Speed Sight Pints on the Tru Ball 
Armortech-HD sight.
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929-2800 for complete information on 
the Armortech hunting sights.

SUMMERY
While it is impossible to cover all 

the higher-end and high-tech sights in 
one article, the above sights will get you 
o�  to a good start. Some of the men-
tioned manufacturers have a selection 
of high quality sights from which to 
choose and not just the models men-
tioned. Several of the sights discussed 
have technical features that will interest 
your customers and are still a� ordably 
priced. Some of the other sights are 
feature packed sights with de� nitely 
higher price tags. 

� ere is no argument that the 
majority of hunting sight sales will be 
mid-priced or entry level sights and 
that is where the bulk of your inven-
tory dollars should be. However there 
are always those customers looking for 
something a little better as well as those 
customers who demand the very best. 
Not everyone buying a new bow will 
spring for those extra dollars for a top of 
the line sight but some will upgrade to a 
better sight if one is available. 

Others may settle for the mid-
priced sight for now but you can easily 
plant the seeds for a future sale for a 
higher end sight. Remember bowhunt-
ers like to buy the latest hot item. Next 
year when he decides to make his bow 

last another season he may just decide 
to upgrade his sight.

However none of those things will 
happen if you don’t have that higher 
end sight on hand, learn its features 
and take the time to show it to your 
customers. If you don’t think that works 
consider ri� e scopes for a second. You 
can buy a 3x9 scope easily for well 
under $100 and many deer hunters do 
exactly that. However many of those 
same hunters would really like to buy a 
better scope and a percentage of them 
will when they get a few extra bucks 
or maybe they leak their wishes out 
to their wife or girlfriend at Christmas 
time. � en you have that percentage 
of hunters that buy that $500 or $1,000 
scope when they buy their ri� e simply 
because they want the best. 

Personally you may never spend 
$150, $250 or $300 for a bow sight. 
But is that a reason not to sell them to 
someone who would? 

Editor’s Note: In addition to his 
editorial planning and writing duties 
with ArrowTrade, John Kasun is an 
outdoor seminar speaker and a busi-
ness consultant with experience 
in corporations large and small. He 
can be reached at 126 Acorn Lane, 
Duncansville, PA 16635, by phone at 
(814) 695-5784 or by email at kasun@
atlanticbb.net.

Tru Ball  Armortech-HD Pro.

Tru Ball  Armortech-HD.

This feature alone will train you
to hold your bow straight for

truer arrow flight and superior
down range accuracy.

Add to that, glow in the dark
cross hairs for maximum

low light visibility.

Easy to see...hard tomiss.

Complete Sighting Systems
and Add-OnModels Available
For more information go to:
www.hindsightco.com
or call 734.878.2842
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